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Heart of darkness : unraveling the mysteries of the
invisible universe
As the title suggests, Heart of Darkness is a mystery story. Ostriker (Princeton Univ.), a pioneer in
cosmology, and Mitton (Univ. of Cambridge, UK), an astronomer and an exceptionally talented science
writer, sleuth out the clues and witnesses to nothing less than the darkest secrets of the universe. The
current quest to determine the nature of dark matter and dark energy has its roots in Copernicus's early
notion that the Earth need not be at the center of the solar system. From this foundation, the authors
introduce the reader to a host of witnesses and suspects throughout history, many of whom have received
less appreciation than they deserve in other books on cosmology. Here is a new and welcome perspective
on modern cosmology that any reader can easily grasp and appreciate. Excellent archival photos and a
very useful appendix that clearly and simply explains some of the essential mathematical concepts add to
the pleasure of reading this book. Written with authority and flair, this is one of the very best books on the
topic. Recommended reading for any science buff!
Summing Up: Essential. All levels/libraries.
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